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Abstract. This paper discusses a simulation-based approach for long exposure point spread function reconstruction (PSFR) 
for laser guide star (LGS) multi conjugate adaptive optics (MCAO). The approach is based on (i) processing the on-axis high-
order LGS wavefront sensor (WFS) second-order statistics to compute via simulation a tip/tilt removed (TTR) structure 
function (SF) for the science target at infinite range, and (ii) processing similarly the multiple low-order natural guide star 
(NGS) WFSs controlling tip/tilt (TT) and tilt anisoplanatism (TA) over an extended field of view (FoV) to compute via 
simulation a tip/tilt (TT) SF for the science target, and (iii) finally summing both SFs. Several options for computing the SFs 
are discussed. Such an approach to PSFR is general enough that is fully applicable to any type of tomographic and non-
tromographic AO system, employing either laser or exclusively natural guide stars.  
 
 

1. Introduction   
Point spread function (PSF) knowledge is critical for any existing or proposed adaptive optics (AO) 

astronomical science program aiming at obtaining high angular resolution information. Examples of such 
programs include photometry and astrometry in crowded and sparse stellar fields, detection and characterization 
of exoplanets, determining precision orbits at the Galactic Center (GC) to test general relativity and black hole 
growth models, dynamics of early galaxies, and gravitational lensing [1,2,3,4,5]. 

AO systems on future extremely large telescopes (ELTs) are required to meet tight photometric and 
astrometric budgets. For instance, the Narrow Field Infrared Adaptive Optics System (NFIRAOS) under design 
for the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) is required to provide  2% differential photometry over a 30'' field of 
view (FoV) for a 10 min integration in J band, and 50 mircroarcsec root-mean-square (RMS) time dependent 
differential astrometry over the same FoV for a 100 sec integration in H band [6,7]. Flowing down point spread 
function reconstruction (PSFR) accuracy requirements from these top-level photometric and astrometric 
requirements is therefore an important question. 

Véran pioneered AO PSFR in 1997 by developing a practical method to reconstruct the long exposure PSF 
of a bright natural guide star (NGS) from wavefront sensor (WFS) second-order statistics [8]. Fusco in 2000 [9], 
and later Britton in 2005 [10], extended PSFR to capture a key missing component: angular anisoplanatism, 
providing the astronomical AO community a complete PSFR tool for classical NGS single-conjugate AO 
(SCAO) observations. 4% Strehl ratio (SR) errors in K-band are reported on the Palomar AO system (order 16 x 
16) at the 5 m Hale Telescope [10] for observations of a bright star separated by 21'' from its companient star. 
Measurements of the turbulence profile from a multi-aperture scintillation sensor (MASS) and a differential 
image motion monitor (DIMM) provided the necessary input for the off-axis PSFR in these experiments. 
Recently, Jollissaint reported 5% K-band SR error at the 10 m Keck Telescope for bright NGS AO observations 
[11]. Jolissaint stresses two critical aspects of PSFR: the estimation of (i) the static/quasi-static optical 
aberrations (common and non-common path), and (ii) the atmospheric turbulence profile. Flicker, in 2008, 
pushed the theory further to include focal anisoplanatism (i.e. the cone effect), opening the door to PSFR for 
LGS SCAO [12].  

PSFR for LGS multi conjugate adaptive optics (MCAO) on ELTs faces multiple additional challenges. The 
effects of angular anisoplanatism are very different for LGS MCAO. The PSF is much more uniform across an 
extended FoV characterized by the generalized isoplanatic angle [13], and the SR of point sources at infinity is 
actually larger than that of point sources at finite-range, making an analytical derivation of the anisoplanatism 
filter function difficult. Another important difference is the nature of the telemetry data. Multiple high-order 
(HO) LGS WFSs are required in LGS MCAO to perform HO atmospheric tomography, and similarly, multiple 
low-order (LO) NGS WFSs are required to correct tilt anisoplanatism (TA) (LO tomographic modes invisible 
by the LGS WFSs) across the FoV [14].  

For these reasons, we opted to base our approach on a high-speed, high-fidelity, end-to-end Monte Carlo 
numerical simulation tool, fed by the necessary real-time computer (RTC) system telemetry data, including the 
turbulence profile estimated in real-time during LGS tomography from a pair of LGS WFSs [15], WFS signal 
levels and control loop parameters (WFS subaperture centroiding algorithms, tomography reconstruction 
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algorithms, servo parameters, etc.). With the advent of more mature graphics processing unit (GPU) technology, 
it is now possible to run high-fidelity end-to-end Monte Carlo simulations at the real-time speed of current 10 m 
class astronomical AO telescopes, and similar speed ratios are within reach for currently designed ELTs. For 
instance, a full fidelity simulation of NFIRAOS in the multi-threaded adaptive optics simulator (MAOS) 
running on a pair of GTX580 GPUs is currently only about two orders of magnitude slower than the real-time 
speed (100 ms/frame, system running at 800 Hz) [16]. It is thus conceivable to feed such an AO simulator with 
data gathered from the telescope, AO system and science instrument, in an attempt to closely mimic in 
simulation the actual system behavior. This paper discusses how such a powerful tool could be used to perform 
PSFR for LGS MCAO. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides a top-level description of our approach, which is 
then further detailed in subsections 3, 2.2 and 2.3. Results will be reported in a forthcoming publication. 
 
 

2. Top-level description of the approach    
A block diagram of the approach is shown in Figure 1. The long exposure optical transfer function (OTF) 

(Fourier transformed PSF) at each science field point is modeled as the product of the TTR OTF and a TT filter. 
The error introduced by this TT decoupling assumption has been characterized for NFIRAOS in terms of Strehl 
ratio (SR) and enclosed energy (EE) in a separate publication [17]. The error was found to be below the percent 
level in J-band over a 17’’x17’’ FoV, depending on the level of residual TT and TA wavefront error (median 
TT/TA NFIRAOS wavefront error is about / 20λ  RMS in J-band). A high-speed, high-fidelity, end-to-end 
Monte Carlo numerical simulation tool, fed by critical real-time computer (RTC) system telemetry data provides 
an estimate of the TTR and TT OTF components. Since the residual phase may in general have a non-zero 
temporal mean on account of opto-mechanical static/quasi-static biases and a finite exposure time, the 
reconstructed OTF will in general be complex-valued. This means that the reconstructed PSF will in general be 
non-symmetric. The reconstructed OTF is thus modeled as the following 2-term product: 

 

 ( ) ) ,( ( )TT TTRK uOT u OTF uF =   Equation Section 2(2.1) 
where the TT transfer function is given by: 

 
2 ˆ ( )/ 2( )) ,( TT TTk D uik u

TTK u e e λλ −<Δ >=  (2.2) 
 
and the TTR OTF by: 

 
2ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) /22 )( ) ( ) ( ,TTR TTRik x x u k D x x u

TTR u d xA x A x eOTF u e λ λλ <Δ + > − += +∫  (2.3)  

where we used the fact for a normally distributed disturbance
2 /2 .i iee e φσφ φ −< >< >= In all these expressions, u

denotes the focal plane angular spatial frequency variable, 2 /k π λ= the angular wavenumber,λ the 

wavelength, ( )A x the real-valued unit area pupil function, ˆ ˆˆ ( , ') ( ) ( )x x x xφ φ ′Δ = − the wavefront difference 
function (DF), which is related to the structure function (SF) as follows: 

 
22 ( , ')ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ') ( , ') .D x x x xx x= Δ − Δ  (2.4) 

The mean TT DF is given by the following expression: 

 2 3
ˆ ˆ ˆ) ) ),( 4( (TT x yu c u ucλ δθ= + < >Δ < >  (2.5) 

where / ,Dδθ λ= and 2 3,c c are the Zernike tip and tilt coefficients. Substituting (2.5) into (2.4) yields the 
following expression for the residual TT SF: 
 2

2
2

2 3 23
2

3
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ) 16( ()( 2 ),x yTT x yD u u u u uλ δθ ρ ρ ρ= + +  (2.6) 

where [ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ][ ]kl k k l lc c c cρ =< − < − <> > >  denotes the estimated cross-covariance between Zernike modes 

2 3, .k l≤ ≤ Note that it is not necessary to make any spatial stationarity or pupil averaging assumption on the 

SF. ˆ ( , ')D x x is expected to be a function of both x and 'x , and, as pointed out by Flicker [12], can be computed 

from the 4D covariance function (CF) ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ (( , ) ( ) ][ ( )' ]) ( ')C x x xx x xφ φ φ φ′− > <= < − > as follows:  
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 ( , ') ( , ) ( ', ') 2 ( ,ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ').D C Cx x x x x x xC x= + −  (2.7) 

A suitable method for reconstructing the TT and TTR bias terms ˆ ˆ,TT TTRΔ Δ (which will in general be field 

dependent) is still under investigation. System telemetry includes the turbulence profile estimated in real-time 
during LGS tomography from a pair of LGS WFSs [15], WFS signal levels and several control loop parameters 
like WFS subaperture centroiding algorithms, tomography reconstruction algorithm, and servo parameters.  

The total SF reconstruction error can be expressed in terms of TTR and TT SF reconstruction errors as 
follows: 
 ,TTR TTR TT TTρ δ ρ δ= +ε  (2.8)  

where ˆ / ,D D=ε ˆ / ,TTR TTR TTRD Dρ = /TTR TTRD Dδ = , and similarly for the TT component. For the case of 

perfect TTR/TT SF reconstruction, 1,TTR TTρ ρ= =  in which case the total SF error is equal to the TT 
decoupling error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Block diagram illustrating the simulation-based PSFR approach. For each science direction, the SF is 
decomposed into the sum of a TTR and a TT SF, each reconstructed from a blend of system and simulation data. The TTR SF 
is reconstructed by processing the closed loop measurement covariance matrix of the high-order on-axis LGS WFS (which 
points to the science target); the TT SF is reconstructed by processing the closed loop measurement covariance matrix of the 
multiple low-order NGS WFSs.  

 In order to reconstruct the TTR and TT components of the SF,  we propose to properly filter the 
corresponding simulation SFs by a system-to-simulation SF ratio, i.e. 

 ˆ ˆ, ,sim
TTR TTR T

sim
TTR TT TTTW D W DD D= =  (2.9) 

where ,TTR TTW W are the SF filters. Such a filtering procedure provides robustness against any Fried paramater 
detuning since both science and LGS SFs scale similarly in this parameter. More details on the SF filters are 
given in the next subsections. 

2.1. TTR SF filter 
The TTR SF filter is given by the system-to-simulation SF ratio of the on-axis LGS SFs, i.e. SFs computed 

for an on-axis (i.e. at the center of the science FoV) point source at the range of the on-axis LGS. LGS SFs are 
TTR since TT is poorly measured by LGS WFSs [18]. We consider two types of TTR filters : unbalanced and 
balanced, that differ only in their definition of the denominator SF. Both filters use as numerator the 
reconstructed system LGS SF, computed following Véran’s approach [8], i.e. a sum of 4 terms corresponding to 
(i) telemetry, (ii) noise, (iii) aliasing and (iv) fitting contributions: 

 , , ,
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ,LGS LGS telem LGS nse LGS alias fitD D D D Dα= − + +  (2.10) 

where 11 α− ≤ ≤ is an aliasing tuning parameter (possibly retrieved from a precomputed lookup table). 
Reconstruction of the on-axis LGS SF using (2.10) is presented in a separate paper [19]. The telemetry 

RTC Telemetry Data : 
On-axis LGS WFS telem, NGS WFS telem, matched filters, SNRs, Cn2 

On-axis LGS WFS processing End-to-end simulation (GPU) NGS WFS processing 

TTR science SF  TT science SF 

* *
+

Long-exposure science PSF 
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contribution is obtained from the system RTC on-axis LGS WFS measurement closed loop covariance matrix, 
while the noise contribution is obtained from the system RTC on-axis LGS WFS signal level, signal-to-noise 
ratio, detector model and centroiding algorithm used during the science exposure. The aliasing and fitting 
contribitions (both scaling as the negative 5/3 power of the Fried parameter) are precomputed quantities that can 
be evaluated either semi-analytically or by an offline simulation [12]. The unbalanced filter uses the simulation 
LGS SF (as delivered by the simulation without performing any reconstruction) as denominator, whereas the 
balanced filter uses the reconstructed simulation LGS SF. Note that for the balanced filter, reconstruction is to 
be performed with the same number of terms for the system and simulation. These terms can be either all 4 
terms or only the telemetry and noise terms (2 terms), since aliasing and fitting is expected to be very similar in 
both system and simulation. Mathematically, the unbalanced filter is thus expressed as follows : 

 
ˆ

,LGS
sim
LGS

TTRW
D
D

=  (2.11) 

 whereas the balanced filter takes the form : 

 
ˆ

.ˆ
LGS
sim
LGS

TTR
D
D

W =  (2.12) 

Note the hat appearing in the denominator of (2.12). The reconstruction error for the unbalanced filter is given 
by the following expression : 

 ,TTR LGS sim

A
A

ρ ρ=  (2.13) 

where /LGS TTRA D D= denotes the system (focal and angular) anisoplanatism SF filter, and similarly

/simsim sim
LGS TTRA D D= . Two limits are of interest. In the matched simulation limit (i.e. the simulation is fully 

identical to the system), simA A=  i.e. .TTR LGSρ ρ= In the isoplanatic limit (i.e. either LGS at infinite range in 
the direction of the science point of interest, or LGS at finite range coinciding with the science point of interest), 

1 simA A= = i.e. TTR LGSρ ρ= . In these two limits, the TTR science SF reconstruction error is equal to the 
reconstruction error of the LGS SF. On the other hand, for the balanced filter, we have : 

 ,LGS
TTR sim sim

LGS

A
A

ρ
ρ

ρ
=  (2.14) 

which clearly has the advantage to perfectly reconstruct the TTR SF in the matched simulation limit since both 
numerators and denominators cancel out in that limit i.e. 1.TTRρ = In the isoplanatic limit, we have 

/ sim
TTR LGS LGSρ ρ ρ=  for the balanced filter. 

2.2. TT SF filter 
 

The TT SF filter follows the same principles as the TTR SF filter, with the additional complexity that 
multiple low-order NGS WFSs are involved to perform tomographic reconstruction of a small number of low-
order modes invisible to the TTR LGS WFSs. Typically, 5 NGS modes are reconstructed: global TT and 3 tilt 
anisoplanatism (TA) quadratic modes distributed on two atmospheric layers. The TT SF filter is defined as a 
ratio of system-to-simulation TT SFs for the science field point of interest. The unbalanced filter is therefore 
defined as: 

 ,
ˆ

,TT NGS
T sT im

TT

W
D

D
=  (2.15) 

where ,
ˆ

TT NGSD denotes the reconstructed residual TT SF, obtained from the reconstructed denoised tomographic 
NGS mode covariance matrix projected onto TT along the science direction. Mathematically, this covariance 
matrix can expressed as follows : 
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 , , ,
ˆ ,( )TT NGS TT M NGS NGS telem NGS nse

T T T
NGS M TTP H R C HC C R P= −  (2.16) 

where TTP denotes aperture-plane projection onto TT, MH propagates the reconstructed NGS atmospheric 

modes onto the aperture-plane along the science direction of interest, NGSR is the NGS modal reconstructor, 

,NGS telemC the noisy closed loop NGS WFS measurement covariance matrix, and ,NGS nseC the NGS WFS 
measurement noise covariance matrix. The same procedure has been described by Flicker [14] (in fact (2.16) is 
identical to (12) in [14]). Note that for the unbalanced filter, sim

TTD cancels out in (2.15) and (2.9), i.e. the TT SF 
reconstruction error is given by: 
 , .TT TT NGSρ ρ=  (2.17) 
As for the TTR filters, the balanced TT filter is defined with the reconstructed (as opposed to actual) simulation 
TT SF as denominator, i.e. 

 

 ,

,

ˆ
,ˆ

TT NGS
TT sim

TT NGS

D
D

W =  (2.18) 

where both numerator and denominator are computed using (2.16), with the inner telemetry covariance matrix 
representing respectively system and simulation telemetry. The TT SF reconstruction error is then expressed as 
follows : 

 ,

,

,TT NGS
TT sim

TT NGS

ρ
ρ

ρ
=  (2.19) 

which is unity (i.e. zero TT reconstruction error) in the matched simulation limit. 

2.3. Figures of merit 
 
Finally, we describe a few figures of merit of interest. For imaging observations, SR and EE can be computed 
from the OTF as follows: 
 

 
2

2 (

(
,

)

)

DL

d
SR

d

uOTF u

uOTF u
= ∫
∫

 (2.20) 

 2 2) ( )si( nc( )sinc( ),x yuOTF u u uEE dΩ = Ω Ω Ω∫  (2.21) 
where Ω denotes the angular width of the square integration domain. For astrometric studies, the angular 
separation between two PSFs can be computed from the location of the peak of their cross-correlation, which 
can be performed in Fourier space as follows: 

 2 2
21
*|| ( )arg max ( ) |.|

Ti ud d u OTF u euOTF π θ
θ

−= ∫  (2.22) 
Each figure of merit can be evaluated for the 4 error sources described in this paper, namely (i) the long-
exposure/stationarity assumption, (ii) the TT decoupling assumption, and finally (iii) the TTR and (iv) TT SF 
reconstruction errors. The various results of such a study carried out to support the design of NFIRAOS will be 
reported in a forthcoming publication. 
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